EZMAXPLANNER PILOT PROJECT
Getting started with ‘drag & drop’ planning and scheduling
EZMaxPlanner provides an intuitive user interface to easily manage and
allocate work to your available resources.
EZMaxPlanner can be integrated easily and deliver improved maintenance
outcomes through:
• Rapid deployment
• No additional hardware requirements
• No reconfiguration or duplication of business rules from IBM Maximo.

WHY RUN A PILOT?
Evaluating planning and scheduling in a controlled pilot allows you to
experience EZMaxPlanner in your own environment and target key work
processes to validate your choice.
On completion, all work can be seamlessly transitioned to a production
environment for enterprise wide deployment.

A PILOT CAN HELP YOU
• Manage risk
• Inform time estimates and task sequencing of a future implementation
• Gauge user reaction
• Develop skills in-house for deployment and support
• Identify performance measures

Implementing EZMaxPlanner
has been critical to the success
of our Mobility program and
provides a great starting point
from which we can grow and
evolve our capability (as users
of Maximo).
Renewable Energy Generator
Asia Pacific

EZMaxPlanner’s
intuitive user
interface makes it
easy for planners
to manage and
allocate work to the
right technician in
one simple ‘drag &
drop’ function.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
IN A PILOT PROJECT
WHAT YOU GET

LEVERAGE OUR EXPERTISE

For a fixed price, our qualified IBM Maximo and system integration experts will
implement and configure EZMaxPlanner to work in your environment.

We are a global leader in
digital transformation and data
exploitation with more than 20
years’ experience partnering with
asset intensive organizations

The scope of work can be tailored to your specific requirements and will deliver
a fully functional evaluation platform with minimal impact on existing systems.
On completion of the pilot project, all work can be seamlessly transitioned to a
production environment for enterprise-wide deployment.

THE PROGRAM
TERM

45 days trial period

SCOPE

• Implementation planning, advice and configuration one
resource type and one facility/work zone
• Installation of EZMaxPlanner evaluation licenses and support
throughout the pilot
• Documentation and advice to effect knowledge transfer

HOW TO GET STARTED
EZMaxPlanner Pilot Projects are delivered through Clarita Solutions - our
IBM Maximo implementation specialists.
Clarita Solutions - a COSOL Company, have completed numerous pilot projects
and system implementations across a range of industries globally. They
combine their technical systems and integration skills with functional expertise
to deliver best-of-breed solutions that integrate asset and location data to
transform your asset management operations.

In 2020, we acquired a leading
North American provider of
managed services, application
support for asset intensive
industries (formerly AddOns, Inc).
In 2021, Clarita Solutions
joined COSOL, bringing asset
management system integration
expertise to the group. As
certified IBM Gold Partners,
Clarita are our IBM Maximo
implementation specialists.
Together as COSOL, we have
the technical expertise, industry
knowledge and global experience
to deliver best-of-breed solutions
that drive quantifiable business
improvements for asset intensive
organizations worldwide.

THE COSOL GROUP:
• COSOL North America
• COSOL Asia Pacific
• Clarita Solutions
• Work Management Solutions

CONNECT with our
specialist team

REQUEST A DEMO
with Clarita Solutions

TALK TO US
at MaximoWorld

Connect with our team at MaximoWorld on
‘Tower #12’ or www.cosol.global/maximoworld

COSOL Ltd is an ASX-listed company.
Learn more at www.cosol.global

